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Free Essays from Bartleby | Revised HOMEWORK 1 (a) Genetic engineering Genetic Engineering There are many risks
involved in genetic engineering.

Since , there are many introducing genetic engineering in crops production as it can bring a lot of benefits e.
Terrorist groups or armies could develop more powerful biological weaponry. They would end up with no
employment because of their fate because they were Even though genetic engineering has been around for a
long time, due to its increased advances, no longer is it an ignored issue. However, the world already has been
having that possibility through genetic engineering, but at the same time, it has remained a possibility and not
a reality. Isolating cells associated with a single trait is very difficult since each cell influences numerous
characteristics. That way, only healthy eggs can develop to term and become beautiful, bouncing boys or girls.
Medical uses for genetic modification are also abundant, and can change medicine for the better. Although
promising in its achievements, it also has the potential for abuse. On the other hand, the development of these
aspects is seen as the potential that is building and developing unchecked dangers. Why are we so
uncomfortable with pre-birth improvement? Genetic engineering has the capability to make foods taste better,
increase nutrient value, and even engineer plants to produce aids for deadly health issues. Conclusively,
technology in the globe is a double-edged-sword, which needs to be taken care of responsibly. The
containment of biotechnological material in laboratories and industrial plants contributes to the risk of
accidental release, especially if the handling and storage are inadequate. It is called that because it is missing
one oxygen atom, and it is located in the nucleus. This type of modification attempts to change what was
provided to the human beings by their mother nature which makes the idea to be arrogant. It is also in the form
of an acid. But while powerful, not all knowledge means danger. Designer babies have a bright future in the
face of science because they are genetically engineered to be: disease free; viable donors for a sibling or
parent; and with optional elimination of any severe cosmetic disorders that might develop,â€”without risk to
human diversity in the future Or if a crop of wheat could be developed so that it never rotted. Genetic
engineering is used for anything from making enzymes to clean up oil spills that endanger our environment, to
making crops that can Why Is Genetic Engineering Beneficial? Human beings ought to consider the pros and
cons of genetic engineering before using it. This is the main reason why genetic altering should not carry on.
The presence of antibiotic-resistance genes in foods could have lethal effects. The rest of the world has no
laws for or against gene therapy. Hence, proponents believe it is the best method to curb and eliminate human
suffering Russell,  The containment of biotechnological material in laboratories and industrial plants
contributes to the risk of accidental release, especially if the handling and storage are inadequate. Several
issues have also been raised as regards the acceptance of this technology. The release of genetically altered
organisms in the environment can increase human suffering, decrease animal welfare, and lead to ecological
disasters. Genetically modified food connects to a lot of health concerns. Conclusion Despite all of these
current concerns, the potential for genetic engineering is tremendous. Genetic engineering has tremendous use
in production of food. In fact, cloning finds many of its application in amplification of DNA, genetic
fingerprinting, as well as modification of genetic makeup in humans. Nevertheless, only about twenty-five
years ago, genetic engineering fell into this same, idealistic category. Most genetically engineered plant foods
carry fully functioning antibiotic-resistance genes. This has led to further scientific discovery, such as gene
therapy and cloning. Screening embryos can help evade the grasp of many life-threatening diseases, but could
also annihilate human diversity. HGE is used to fix genetic complications and genetic genes that cause
diseases. For meateaters, the same question could be posed about eating pork with human genes. Now genetic
engineering is a very old science that has been in play for many years.


